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EquipSent (ES) is a volunteer based organisation founded in 2017 in Zurich, Switzerland, with the goal to extend 
the life-cycle of scientific equipment and at the same time enhance the quality of education around the world by 
enabling hands-on training. These two goals are simultaneously achieved by matching donors of out-of-use, but 
functional devices, to educational institution receivers with limited financial resources.
  
The goals of EquipSent are: 
 

Our 
Mission

Minimising waste - by reducing the disposal of out of use yet functional scientific equipment in 
well-funded research institutions.

Improving education - by supporting universities & schools with limited funding to attain access to 
such functional equipment.

Reducing global inequality - by establishing collaborations between research institutions in high-
income and low-income countries.

Fostering international collaboration - by building a network of donors and recipients which 
facilitates the achievement of the above goals.

 

Early version of the graphical summary to explain the basic ideas of EquipSent



The story of EquipSent began in 2016, when the physics student Gregor 
Jotzu returned to Switzerland from a research stay in the USA. Inspired by the 
US-based company ‚Seeding Labs’, he wanted to build on the idea that out-
of-use scientific equipment can be given a second life. While brainstorming 
with his physicist colleagues, and with his rowing friend Jan-Georg 
Rosenboom in the chemistry department, he received very positive 
feedback, and it was thus decided to take action and to create an 
organization that helps to promote the sustainable use of scientific 
equipment, and fairer access to education around the world. Consequently, 
Gregor reached out to his personal and professional networks and 
assembled a team of passionate people, initially named the ‘Zurich 
Equipment Donation Initiative’, who wanted to create a positive impact. In 
November 2016, Gregor moved for a few weeks to Nicholas Robinson School 
in Mekelle, Ethiopia where he worked with the Physics teachers. There he 
met with faculty members from different departments to gather information 
on which type of devices they will find useful and understand better their 
limitations.

An initial core group formed working towards the equipment donation 
initiative, which worked in teams to lay the ground-work for EquipSent, by 
identifying key steps that are necessary to successfully run an organization, 
and donate scientific equipment across the world. The first team focused on 
building a brand and creating awareness for the initiative at ETH Zurich and 
University of Zurich. This included building a website, investigating if 
partnerships could be established with university bodies as well as external 
partners and organizations. A second team worked on clarifying existing rules 
for donations at universities, and investigating potential receivers and future 
donors. A third team started to actively search for equipment for donation 
and find intermediate storage space. This was driven by building a manually 
curated database.

Finally, when the tasks to be solved became more concrete, the desire grew 
to branch off from an ETH-based student initiative towards an independent 
social initiative. The structure of the organization needed to be decided. It 
was concluded that an association under Swiss law would be the best 
platform for a lean and strong organization. The founding assembly was 
organized to take place on March 7th 2017. At the same time a collaboration 
agreement with the doctoral student association of ETH (AVETH) was 
developed.
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Welcome website image, Zurich Equipment Donation Initiative http://www.eqdoin.org/



Following the call for the founding general assembly 
‘EquipSent’ was formally established as a Swiss association 
on March 7th, 2017 at the ETH Hoenggerberg Campus, in 
Zurich, Switzerland.
 
The purpose, the governing bodies, and the formal 
requirements were defined and approved in the 
association statutes which were voted at the General 
Assembly. They can be found on the EquipSent website. 
Before the board was elected, all present members 
selected the name of the newly formed association: 
‘EquipSent’. Following, the board was elected as follows: 

Jan-Georg Rosenboom (President), Wilfred Elegba (Vice-
President), Jannick Griner (Board Member), Gaston 
Larrazabal (Board Member), Katharina Keller (Board 
Member) and Irina Ritsch (Board Member).
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The founding

Structure 

Roadmap and main goals
The efforts started in late 2016 were continued and the key achievements for the growth of EquipSent were laid out. 
As a course of action for 2017 ES decided to focus on:
 
1. Creating awareness for EquipSent and sustainable equipment use. 
2. Building a strong team and actively recruiting volunteers.
3. Identifying suitable recipients and donors. 
4. Clarifying logistics and legal framework for equipment donations.
5. Finding partnerships and opportunities for collaboration.
6. Establishing a matching routine and building a database. Allow for equipment donations/ request via a webform.
7.      Acquire storage space and funds.

Jannick Griner presents the basic concept of EquipSent to the founding members

The founding members vote to accept the statutes of EquipSent

One of the founding members sign the founding statement

Following the divide-and-conquer strategy, it was early recognized that sustainable equipment transfers were going to 
require dedicated work-forces in several areas of expertise and the following working groups were formalized:

Supply & Need (Head Wilfred Elegba) - Screening of overall available equipment (functional but out-of-use) and 
matching to institutions in need.  As a starting point in 2017, EquipSent aimed for one specific match of donor and 
receiver.

Legal & Funding (Head Katharina Keller) – Transferring equipment requires sufficient funds and compliance with the 
legal frameworks. This second group aimed to identify legal barriers with respect to donations and export/import 
regulations, establish compliance protocols with legal rules from de-inventorization to installation of equipment and to 
acquire funds.

Shipping & Installation (Head Irina Ritsch) - The third major aspect of successful equipment donations is transportation. 
This group worked towards organizing the logistics involved in shipping of devices to their new destination, as well as its 
appropriate installation, operation and maintenance. Robustness, reliability, safety, law/customs compliance and low 
cost are essential factors. As recipients are expected to be in comparatively remote locations this requires identifying 
cheap but reliable logistics options for each transfer. Critical issues were identified in early meetings, for example 
depending on the type of equipment it may be necessary to insure the shipment, or take special precautions. 
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The first donation - A graphite furnace on the move

Prototype case
Already in its first year EquipSent became active in a concrete case of the newly established concept. The first equipment to 
be donated was identified. EquipSent was contacted by a research group in Switzerland, with the information that a fully 
functional set of instruments for elemental analysis was available for donation, because of space restrictions after acquisition 
of a set of newer equipment models. 

Following ETH internal regulations, the equipment had been listed in ETH’s internal equipment database as available for 
donation, but no ETH internal interested party could be identified. Originally priced at over 90000 CHF when acquired more 
than 40 years ago, the equipment is highly specified for chemical analysis of metals, and requires skilled operation and 
dedicated facilities for operation and maintenance. Potential recipients thus were screened in intermediate income regions, to 
ensure successful installation and long-term use after the equipment transfer. Locations that allow for by-road transportation 
were preferentially screened, as the equipment is large and heavy, and high transportation and transportation insurance costs 
should be avoided. Even though early thought was given on how to ensure fair decisions on the redistribution of donated 
equipment, it was realized that the first cases would rely on a first-come first-serve basis, until a sufficiently robust equipment 
donation scheme can be established by EquipSent. 

The graphite furnace and mass spectrometer were identified as first donated devices

And the quickly we identified the University of Sarajevo as a future recipient, who installed the 
necessary utilities (ventilation and high voltage power) to receive and handle this valuable 
equipment

Equally importantly for the recipient selection was that 
the potential recipients in Sarajevo agreed to cover 
transportation costs, as well as to assist with the legal 
aspects of getting tax exemption approved for this 
equipment transfer. Especially in the early stages of 
EquipSent this commitment of the recipient was very 
valuable, and it was decided  to move forward with 
the transfer of the graphite furnace and other 
analytical equipment from Switzerland to the 
University of Sarajevo as EquipSent’s first case. 

 The logistics and legal teams got active at this stage, 
finding the best shipping routes and requirements. 
Prior to finalizing the documents EquipSent obtained 
the official permission from ETH Zurich for the 
equipment transfer, since the original value of the 
equipment exceeded the amount that can be resold 
or donated by the decision of a faculty member alone. 
At the end of 2017, the case was fully ready to be set 
to action in the following year.

 Search for potential recipients in the early stages of 
EquipSent thus relied on word-of-mouth. Through 
Selver Pepic, at the time an ETH Master’s student, 
originally from Bosnia, a contact could be 
established to the chemistry department  at his alma 
mater, the University of Sarajevo in Bosnia. The 
potential recipients were contacted and showed 
great interest, especially because the university 
already owned a similar but much older (i.e., 60-year 
old) machine, thus ensuring the appropriate skill and 
infrastructure were available for operation of the 
donated equipment. The justification for the 
donation was assessed by EquipSent by the means 
of the ‘donation form’, a document in which the 
future recipient must state their intended use of the 
equipment, as well as the expected impact the 
equipment will have in terms of educational 
purposes, i.e. the number of students having access 
to the device for hands-on training. Donation of the 
equipment was justified as there was no funding 
available in the university for acquisition of a novel 
instrument, while the currently available one had to 
be shared by over 400 students, including 
undergraduate and doctoral student levels. 
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Matchmaking and donation procedure

Achievements

● An early database was established with potential partners on both the receiver and donors side. Due to an initially 
limited pool of donors and potential recipients, the first cases were established making use of personal primary and 
secondary connections of EquipSent members between ETH labs and recipients that were trusted to put the donated 
items to good and sustainable use for education. 
 
● It was early recognized that as a long term, continued goal, a fair and transparent matching mechanism must be 
developed. A workshop on “ethics of donations” was held with the team, however, the deeper implementation of an 
‘ethical fit’ calculation algorithm was postponed for later when more cases and data would be available, in connection 
with a contact to a PhD student at the University of Cambridge, studying ethics of donation for future collaboration. 
 
● After initial general screening of potential logistics partners and shipping options, the logistics team concluded  that it 
would be better to first gain more experience on a case-by-case basis before looking into more general logistic 
schemes as shipping routes/ costs and service providers generally vary strongly depending on the country of origin, 
route of transfer and country of destination. Concrete planning was done in the framework of the first equipment 
donation (Zurich-Sarajevo), which is described separately below.
 
● The legal side of equipment transfers was tackled by drafting  an equipment donation form. Furthermore, the 
EquipSent ‘code of honor‘ was established to set grounds for a fair and trustful collaboration between donors and 
receivers. The document informs the donors and receivers about their responsibilities and the expectations they can 
have. All parties must acknowledge that transfer of scientific equipment with limited funding opportunities comes at 
the risk of damage or other means of failure, in which case no party may thus claim refunds and liability to EquipSent is 
declined.

Visibility
● Promotional material was created to reach out to potential partners, donors and sponsors. This included the design 
of the EquipSent logo as well as a pitch-deck and flyer describing the operations and possible partners for EquipSent. 
The materials came into action at our first pitches at the Project Incubator in Berlin and the Chemistry Career Fair 
Chem Together.
 
● The EquipSent website was developed and published. The major capability of the website was the possibility to get 
in touch with ES, e.g. by submitting contact information in case equipment was offered for donation, or equipment 
was requested for educational purposes. 
 
● EquipSent reached out to the authorities of ETH Zurich to establish a collaboration between both parties. These 
actions led to the definition of a framework under which ETH research groups can donate out-of-use equipment to 
EquipSent while obeying ETH regulations on equipment handling and ownership.

● Following a participation of Jan-Georg at the Z2X “Festival of Visionaries”, EquipSent applied and was selected by 
the German www.Projecttogether.org social incubator as one of ten most promising social start-ups out of 300 
applicants. Subsequently, EquipSent received coaching sessions and invitations to several pitching and networking 
events. 

Following the roadmap for 2017 the following progress was achieved:

Jan-Georg Rosenboom pitches the concept of EquipSent at ‘Project Together’
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Financial Report
In 2017 Equipsent received no third-party funding or invested capital. The meeting room for the founding meeting in 
Zurich was kindly organised in collaboration with AVETH. All work was done on a voluntary basis without 
compensation.  Any small costs (e.g. website domain, printed promotional material, postage of documents, expenses 
during social activities and meetings) were kindly financed as donations of the active members.    

● EquipSent was selected to take part in the 2017 edition of the Clinton Global Initiative University (CGI), which took 
place in Boston, USA. EquipSent was represented by Jan-Georg Rosenboom and Wilfred Elegba. This annual 
conference connects change markers around the globe providing a platform to actively network with fellow students. 
Due to the participation at CGI U, EquipSent was invited to pitch at SwissNex in Boston. 

Jan-Georg Rosenboom and Wilfred Elegba represent EquipSent at the 
2017 CGIU 

Jan-Georg with the Mayor of Cambridge, Massachusetts, after the pitch
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We were 15 EquipSenders!

In alphabetic order: Anuli Christina Uzozie, Carolin Gold, Gastón 
Larrazábal, Gregor Jotzu, Felix Donat, Irina Ritsch, Jain Vijay, Jan-Georg 
Rosenboom, Jannick Griner, Katharina Keller, Laura Corman, Lena Bartha, 
Marcela Giraldo, Selver Pepic, Wilfred Elegba

We initiated 1-equipment transfer

We created a corporate facebook account this year and the 
first media followers were attracted
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Personal statements

Irina Ritsch 
“Seeing precious devices go to waste 
because of administrative barriers is 
heartbreaking. Knowing that these 
devices can be given a second life in 
research and education is what drives 
me to contribute to EquipSent. “

Wilfred Elegba
“By channeling out-of-use but functional 
equipment with the goal to improve teaching 
and learning in low income regions, EquipSent 
is making a modest contribution towards 
achieving SDGs 1,2,3 and especially 4. 
Personally, I find this exciting and a worthy 
cause to be involved in”  

Jan-Georg Rosenboom
As scientists working in well-equipped labs, 
we were shocked by two observations: 
useful devices being discarded simply to 
free up space, while poorer parts of the 
world have insufficient funds to buy these 
very devices. With EquipSent, we seek to 
bridge these two dilemmas - we seek to 
“enable education everywhere”. 

Marcela Giraldo
"Equipping - students, professors, 
researchers - future agents of change in 
their own environments while reusing early 
discarded but functional scientific devices 
is a timely effort to educate the next 
generation of scientists, raise awareness on 
consumption habits, and reduce the 
opportunities gap faced by many talented 
minds around the world" 



Contact us
www.equipsent.org

info@equipsent.org

@equipsent




